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About This Game

TYLER is a Puzzle/Arcade game in which you have to solve colorful flow-based puzzles by connecting in the right way all the
flows. Reach all the keys on each scheme and release Clarence, Tyler's puppy. You will have to solve more than 80 puzzles
through 16 different Worlds, destroying or avoiding obstacles such as Rocks, Barrels, Fire Particles, Ice Blocks, Bombs and

Shooting Cannons.

GADGETS and WEAPONS at hand!
You can use more than 15 different weapons and gadgets in order to help Tyler to complete the game. Try the TIMEWARP to
slow down the time and get precious seconds to destroy the obstacles, or fill a flow in one shot using the FILLER, or destroy

with one click all the bombs on the grid using the DETONATOR... But be carefull because all Gadgets need time to recharge...

Use the right weapon in order to destroy the obstacles. Weapons such as the MACHINEGUN, the FLAMETHROWER, the
FREEZER CANNON or the VACUUM CLEANER.

Many other gadgets are waiting to be tried!

Use the Grid Editor to create custom puzzles and challenge your friends in both 1vs1 or Cooperative Multiplayer Mode.
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Title: Tyler
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ILLUSIONETWORK
Publisher:
IndieGala
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 7600 GT / HD 2600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBOX 360/ONE Controller strongly recommended

English
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This is a nostalgia buy. This game's controls are really bad thanks to the jetpack.. Point perfect is a rage game where you are a
mouse and you have to detroy enemies, defeat bosses, and complete minigames. In the game you begin with 3 classes: Vitality
(You start with 3 lives), Utility (Your attacking square gets larger), and Greed (You get points 30 frames quicker than normal). I
think it is a good way to waste time on a Saturday morning and will make your mouse skills increase. I give this game a 9\/10
rating.. Played the original OrbisVR and refunded it once I realized I was going to be interacting with screeching kids and
socially-inept middle-aged men and wandering through an empty world while repeatedly using the same 2 weapon combos. I
didn't buy this (I was thinking I might at first, as I desperately want a VR MMO experience to come to fruition), but I just
wanted to leave this review to say that, if you want a concept like this to work, make it anime-styled and give lots of weapon and
armor customization.

People are desperate for a Sword Art Online experience, you should give them that. They'll put up with the grind just to play in
a pretty, high-fantasy MMO using their headset, voice chat and hand gestures.

If you make a game like this, I will buy it. But until then, the game's graphics are too simplistic and the world too flat-looking to
catch my eye.

I wish you luck on your future games, because I don't think Orbis is going to appeal to anyone other than people who are looking
for new titles to justify spending $600+ on VR peripherals.. Complete and utter
scam\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 There is no game here, stay far far away from this for the love of God.
Come on, let's support the artist & game, worth every penny.. Great game overall. I really like the feeling of progression you get
as you build up your ship and unlock new abilities, and some of the later bosses were really hard to overcome. The alternate
game modes were fun and helped alleviate the main flaw of this game, which is that it gets repetitive. The passive multiplayer is
a fun way to play against other people, but other players rarely chat. The art style is minimalistic but fits well with the gameplay,
as does the music. If you like small arena shooters and ship building, definitely give it a try!. the game says multiplayer but it is
only local multiplayer, very upsetting.. It's alright.
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A great retro FPS\/looter shooter hybrid. Movement is swift and guns feel fun to shoot.

+Great gun feel.
+Loot feels rewarding without making guns feel like pellet shooters too quickly.
+Handcrafted levels are great, with decent procedural generation bonus levels for extended play.
+Some tactical thinking starts to evolve at later stages, using weapons to exploit weaknesses.
+Dev is active on forum\/ with community, and may extend the game (but even without updates it's worth buying)

+-Replaying maps to power up will appeal to some, not others.

-procedural levels are decent mechanically, but can be visually boring
-early game difficulty spike might make a few people miss out on the later game, when the it begins to shine.. The game is a bit
short and basic, but if you feel like you need some alien carnage where you can have one hand on a mouse and another inside a
bag of chips (or crisps if you're a Brit), this game is ideal. And it's surprisingly fun actually.

There are two sides of the hallway and you need to spawn your soldiers on the left in clever enough way to push aliens back
through the hallway to the right till you can annihilate them completely. Like many people said, it's a tug-of-war style game.
You also have to balance resource gathering and spawning of soldiers so it requires a bit of thinking as well as usage of
"powerups" like grenades. And best part is the somewhat RPG-ish upgrading of your capabilities. You can buy new
soldier/weapon types, upgrade weapons and "powerups", speed up gathering of resources etc.

I think it's good value even at full price and if you get it with a deal, it's even better. Now I need to find more similar games
because I want to experience more of this genre :). A tough but fun adventure. Ian Livingstone's eerie fantasy world is evoked
with sparse, straightforward prose, and Tin Man Games have brought it to life quite well, with new artwork and some subtle but
effective music. As tricky as this gamebook is, a "Free Read" mode lets you explore the story backward and forward, trying out
every path without worrying about a game over. And even the "Hardcore Hero" difficulty gives you unlimited "bookmarks"
(save points), so it's a challenge, but not an insurmountable one. The Steam achievements give an added dimension to the game,
encouraging you to visit every location (and you can get them in Free Read mode\u2014well, except the ones for finishing the
game on higher difficulties!). So, if you're a Fighting Fantasy fan, or you want to see what old school gamebook fans grew up
on, give it a try. ;)
. The game works fine but all the digits are overlapping during gameplay and it is almost impossible to read them.
https:\/\/steamuserimages-
a.akamaihd.net\/ugc\/824566637796457571\/7F567198EF9F6EAAACA75D85B392A91C412C1051\/. Kinda bad, after
buying this, i played for 5 minutes and then got reminded of Need For Speed Underground 2, so i just went and played that
instead. Nice game. Fun, colorful and really enjoyable F2P - you definetly should give it a try if you're intrested in the genre.
Also great to play and comment it with friends :). it's epic... but my computer sucks so it wont run for me sadly, the graphics are
good and the community is not toxic! if u have a good computer i reccomend it! but for now i must ask for a refund please ;c
. I got motion sick immediately. Problem is the turning right left using the stick.
They have alot of options for turning tough. Turning by looking. Turning by snaping. Incremental turning.
Snaping or incremental turning did not make me motion sick, but wasnt much fun either.
If you are relatively immune to motion sickness you may give it i try.
For me, this is no go.. BRING ON THE MARIATCHI BAND! - JonTron
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